NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
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COLOR CODES
(01) MIDNIGHT BLACK
(02) OCEAN BLUE
(11) VELVET PURPLE

NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HARDWARE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
<th>USAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MACHINE SCREW</td>
<td>20MM DIAMETER FLAT METAL WASHER</td>
<td>PGEN0S0200</td>
<td>FOR TOP/ SIDE CARRY HANDLE, BOTTOM FEET, ATTACHMENT CLIP BASE-AND WHEEL HOUSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11X4X25MM CROSSHEAD SCREW W/ NYLOCK NUT</td>
<td>PGEN0S2042</td>
<td>FOR WHEEL HOUSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR INTERIOR USE ON WHEEL HOUSING, HANDLE BEZEL, INNER BRACKET AND TUBES</td>
<td>P8166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ZIPPER PULLS
XX (COLOR)
(01) MIDNIGHT BLACK, (22) OCEAN BLUE, (05) VELVET PURPLE

1. #10 INTERLOCKING SLIDER WITH LOGO
   MIDNIGHT BLACK: P40117Z1001
   OTHER COLOR: P8026Z10XX

2. #8 INTERLOCKING SLIDER WITH LOGO
   MIDNIGHT BLACK: P40117Z0801L
   OTHER COLOR: P8026Z08XXL

3. #5 EXP-SLIDER WITH LOGO PULL
   MIDNIGHT BLACK: P40117Z1001
   OTHER COLOR: P8026Z10XX

4. #8 EXP-SLIDER WITH RUBBER PULL
   MIDNIGHT BLACK: P40117Z1001
   OTHER COLOR: P8026Z10XX

5. INTERIOR #5 SLIDER WITH LOGO PULL
   MIDNIGHT BLACK: P40117Z1001
   OTHER COLOR: P8026Z10XX

NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.

**SPINNER WHEELS (A)**

1. CARRY-ON EXPANDABLE SPINNER
   TP8026C61XX

2. COMPACT CARRY-ON EXPANDABLE SPINNER
   TP8026C62XX
   XX (COLOR)
   (01) MIDNIGHT BLACK, (22) OCEAN BLUE, (05) VELVET PURPLE

**BOTTOM TRAY WITH (4) WHEELS**

1. P8026T0101
2. P8026T1501

(FRONT)

(BACK)
NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
SPINNER (B) EXTERIOR PARTS

1. 25” EXPANDABLE - SPINNER
   TP8026C65XX

2. 29” EXPANDABLE - SPINNER
   TP8026C69XX
   XX (COLOR)
   (01) MIDNIGHT BLACK, (22) OCEAN BLUE, (05) VELVET PURPLE

#5 SLIDER WITH LOGO PULL (SEE PAGE 4)

2 STAGE RETRACTABLE HANDLE SYSTEM
   1. P6103H0601
   2. P6103H0701

#10 INTERLOCKING SLIDER
WITH LOGO PULL

#8 EXP-SLIDER WITH RUBBER PULL (SEE PAGE 4)

INTERIOR #5 SLIDER
WITH GENERIC PULL (SEE PAGE 4)

#8 SLIDER WITH LOGO PULL (SEE PAGE 4)

WHEELS (SEE PAGE 8)

NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.
NOTE: All replacement parts may not be the same (matching) as original. Screws, Rivets and Hardwares sold separately.

CHECK-IN ROLLING GARMENT BAG - TP8026C51XX
XX (COLOR)
(01) MIDNIGHT BLACK, (22) OCEAN BLUE, (05) VELVET PURPLE

5 STAGE RETRACTABLE HANDLE SYSTEM
P8026H5101

#8 INTERLOCKING SLIDER WITH LOGO PULL (SEE PAGE 4)

#8 SLIDER WITH LOGO PULL (SEE PAGE 4)

INTERIOR #5 SLIDER WITH LOGO PULL (SEE PAGE 4)

WHEEL HOUSING (SEE PAGE 5)

BOTTOM FOOT (SEE PAGE 5)